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ABSTRACT

The article is devoted to the identification and possible solution of problems associated with transfer of digitally born (electronic) records to archives, ensuring their long-term preservation, integrity and legal significance for further use. The author notes that at present conceptual approaches to the construction of a system for the acquisition of electronic records by state archives, organization of their stock-taking, storage and use have been developed. These archival processes are supposed to be performed in four stages. For the storage of electronic records, it is planned to create a centralized repository of electronic documents based on the cloud service. However, a number of issues still require a solution. Some of them are in the legal sphere, others are of a technological nature. The traditional problem for archivists is the limited financial resources necessary to implement the plan.
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Digitally born records: pridobivanje, dolgoročna hramba in dolgoročna pravna veljavnost
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1 Introduction

Digitally born records (hereinafter - electronic records) have been used for a long time in the current activities of various organizations. The use of electronic records, electronic records circulation, is stimulated by the state and the creation of an electronic government has been announced as one of the state priorities in many countries. In Belarus, for example, all state bodies and state organizations, as well as business associations, in relation to which the state can determine the decisions they make, were instructed to acquire (develop, modernize) the departmental electronic records circulation systems that should provide the opportunity for interaction with the Interdepartmental Electronic Records Circulation System of Government Bodies (Указ Президента Республики Беларусь от 4 апреля 2013 г. № 157 “О внесении изменений и дополнений в некоторые Указы Президента Республики Беларусь”). Most recently, the Government adopted the State Programme “Development of the Digital Economy and the Information Society for the years 2016-2020” (Постановление Совета Министров Республики Беларусь от 23 марта 2016 г. № 235 “Об утверждении Государственной программы развития цифровой экономики и информационного общества на 2016-2020 годы”).

Modern information technologies are actively implemented in the state archives, covering an increasing number of areas of their activities. Now active work is being done to create the Open Access System to the Documents of the National Archival Fond (Система открытого доступа к документам Национального архивного фонда Республики Беларусь). Within the framework of this project, at the first stage the State Catalogue of Fonds kept by all state archives was put into the Internet (Фондовый каталог государственных архивов Республики Беларусь), at the second stage archival inventories are being put into the Internet, and in the final stage digital images (scanned copies) of all documents kept in the state archives of the country will be introduced in the Internet network (Носевич, Сигневич, 2015; Носевич, Сигневич, 2017). The project will allow users to get access to all archival documents via the Internet without leaving the house.

However, for archivists at the present time the greatest interest is not the informatization of archives in itself (means the digitization of paper documents to ensure their easy and prompt search and use, including via the Internet). For archivists, it is now much more important to determine the solution of professional issues of accepting for storage in the archive documents initially created in the form of digital (electronic) records with no paper equivalents, as well as ensuring their long-term preservation, confirmation of long-term validity, authenticity and integrity throughout the storage period. Without solving these issues, it is impossible to implement electronic records circulation systems including documents of permanent and long-term storage. These documents create the basis of the National Archival Fond, they are the main objects of archivist’s professional interest.
It should be noticed that databases and databanks, other information resources (Internet sites, etc.) due to the specifics of their creation and existence are not considered in this article.

2 Legislative regulation of creation, use and storage of electronic records in organizations

The issues of creation, use and operative storage of electronic records are regulated at the legislative level to a sufficient extent. In Belarus a set of legislative acts regulating the relevant processes has been developed. The main ones are:

- Law of the Republic of Belarus On Electronic Record and Electronic Digital Signature (Закон Республики Беларусь Об электронном документе и электронной цифровой подписи, 2009);

- Law of the Republic of Belarus On Archival Work and Records Management in the Republic of Belarus (Закон Республики Беларусь Об архивном деле и делопроизводстве в Республике Беларусь, 2011);

- Instruction on Records Management in the State Bodies an Other Organizations (Инструкция по делопроизводству в государственных органах, иных организациях, 2016) (hereinafter the Instruction on Records Management);

- Instruction on the Procedure of Appraisal and Transfer for Permanent Storage of Records in Electronic Form and Information Resources (Инструкция о порядке проведения экспертизы ценности и передачи на постоянное хранение документов в электронном виде и информационных ресурсов, 2012);

- Instruction on the Order of Organization of the Work with Records in Electronic Form in Archives of State Bodies and Other Organizations (Инструкция о порядке организации работы с документами в электронном виде в архивах государственных органов, иных организаций, 2012).

The analysis of the requirements of the above mentioned regulatory legal acts was published earlier (Rybakou, 2015). However, it is worth noting some changes that have occurred in the last two years in the sphere of regulating the creation, circulation and storage of electronic records.

Firstly, in December 2015, the Instruction on Records Management was amended. According to the amendments, any documents allowed to be created in electronic form without paper equivalents, signed with a handwritten signature, only if the conditions for their storage in the archive of the organization are corresponding to the requirements defined by normative legal acts in the field of archives and records management (Постановление Министерства юстиции Республики Беларусь от 30 декабря 2015 г. № 225 «О внесении изменений и дополнений в постановление Министерства юстиции Республики Беларусь от 19 января 2009 г. № 4», 2015). Without paper analogues, documents of permanent storage, which are later must be transferred to the state archive, can also be created.

Legislatively, the possibility of creating electronic records without paper analogues was allowed earlier, but in practice this norm was not applied to records of permanent and long-term storage. At the same time, the Instruction on Records Management still insists that if there are no relevant conditions in the archive of the organization, the creation of electronic records without signed paper originals is allowed only for those, that have a term of preservation no more than 10 years according to the list of such documents established in the Instruction (Инструкция по делопроизводству в государственных органах, иных организациях, 2016, par. 236). The existence of this restriction is due to the concern of archivists about the possibility to preserve valuable documents in the long term perspective and to ensure their legal validity during the storage period.

Secondly, the Instruction on Records Management and the Instruction on the Order of Organization of the Work with Records in Electronic Form in Archives of State Bodies and Other Organizations have been amended. According to the amendments the electronic record must be transferred to the archive of the organization before the electronic digital signature (hereinafter - EDS) loose its validity

---

1. A new version of the law is now being prepared.

2. The Law on Electronic Record and Electronic Digital Signature equated an electronic record signed by an electronic digital signature with a record on a paper medium.
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(Инструкция по делопроизводству в государственных органах, иных организациях, 2016, пат. 205; Постановление Министерства юстиции Республики Беларусь от 30 декабря 2015 г. № 226 «О внесении дополнений и изменений в постановление Министерства юстиции Республики Беларусь от 11 мая 2012 г. № 120, 2015). These changes are due to the fact, that according to the legislation the EDS is the only means certifying the authenticity and integrity of the electronic document. So, if while transferring the electronic record to the archive, it turns out that the EDS is already invalid, there will be a question about the legal force and legal validity of such a record.

In addition, in 2015 a number of new state standards were adopted in the field of processing with electronic records:

- Electronic records. The order of storage and use of public key certificates and revoke the certificates as the proof (СтБ 2402-2015);
- Electronic records. Formats of electronic records for office work and storage of electronic records on archive (СтБ 2403-2015);
- Electronic records. Protection, registration, storage and usage of electronic records in the archive (СтБ 2404-2015);
- Electronic records. Creating a copy of an electronic record on the paper and procedure for certification (СтБ 2405-2015);
- Electronic records. Policy for long-term preservation of electronic records in archives (СтБ 2406-2015);

It should be noted that these standards do not contain any fundamentally new provisions and actually duplicate the requirements of the above mentioned legislative acts.

3 Transfer of electronic records to the State Archives, their storage and preservation

As for the management of electronic records in the current activities of organizations, the main legal and technical problems are mostly solved. But with regard to the transfer of electronic records for archiving and ensuring their long-term preservation and long-term legal validity, problems still remain and only conceptual approaches have been developed.

According to the established requirements, initially the records, including the electronic ones, must be transferred for storage to the archive of the organization. At the same time, organizations have the right to choose independently where to store electronic records: in an already created archive together with paper ones or in a specially created for these purposes electronic records archive. Legislation does not provide, but does not prohibit the use of services of a third-party organization for the storage of electronic records.

As for the transfer of electronic records for storage to state archives, at present time only two state archives accept electronic records for permanent storage. The Belarusian State Archive of Film, Photo and Phono Documents (i.e. audiovisual) preserves documents on its profile on all types of carriers, including electronic ones. The Archive of Electronic Documents of the Belarusian Research Center for Electronic Documentation (BelNICED) until now takes for storage archival copies of electronic resources and other documents in electronic form that do not have an EDS (databases, Internet sites, etc.). At the same time, it should be taken into account that according to the Law on Electronic Record and Electronic Digital Signature only a record signed by an EDS is equated to a records on paper.

At present, the Archive of Electronic Documents of BelNICED is technologically unable to accept for storage and ensure the long-term preservation and long-term legal validity of electronic records signed by an EDS. It is assumed that after the modernization of the Archive of Electronic Documents of the

3. Law on Archival Work and Records Management in the Republic of Belarus requires each organization to create an archive.
BelNICED, the following system of electronic records transfer to state archives, their storage, preservation, stock-taking and usage will be built (Носевич, 2016).

At the first stage, the means of interaction between state archives and government bodies, other state organizations, which are obliged to transfer their documents for permanent storage to state archives (thereinafter fond-builders), will be created. For this purpose, it is planned to create a special Internet Portal, to which all state archives and fond-builders will be connected.

At the second stage, the fond-builder through the Portal will interact with the state archive in the implementation of such business processes as:

- setting up a fond-builder into the list of organizations obliged to transfer their records for permanent storage to state archive;
- stock-taking the records of permanent storage kept by the fond-builder before transferring them to state archive;
- monitoring the availability of inventories for records of permanent storage, which must be transferred to state archive;
- monitoring the transfer of electronic records for storage, etc.

The fond-builder will enter the necessary information on-line or send it in the form of an information package, then the Portal will provide these data to the state archive, which will import these data into its automated information system. The fond-builder will coordinate with the state archive the delivery inventory of documents to be transferred to the state storage (including both paper and electronic ones), then approve it and send the copy of the inventory to the state archive signed by the EDS.

At the third stage, the fond-builder will forward the information package describing all the electronic documents included in the delivery inventory with hash values, identifiers of the public key certificates of the EDS and the metadata necessary for stock-taking and subsequent storage of documents. For this purpose, it is planned to create a centralized repository of electronic documents. At this stage electronic records and electronic records files will be assigned archival names, and also the correspondence of these names to the archived ciphers (i.e. signatures) used in the archives will be established. The information package submitted by the fond-builder will be automatically imported into the centralized storage search system with the mandatory fixation of hash values and the impossibility of their subsequent modification.

At the fourth stage, the documents themselves will be uploaded with automatic verification of hash values and verification of the EDS. If the verification is successful, the documents arrive in the centralized repository. An information package with metadata of accepted electronic records will be sent to the state archive, then be imported into the automated information system of the archive and then integrated with data on paper records accepted by state archive and included in the same inventory. The fond-builder will receive a receipt or an act as a confirmation of the documents transfer. A receipt or an act will be signed in remote with the EDS of the state archive.

The creation of a centralized electronic documents storage is supposed to be based on the cloud service. The system should provide on-line verification of hash values recorded at the time of the documents transfer, as well as the ability to convert data into new formats with obligatory recording the procedure and maintaining the original version.

The conceptual basis for the implementation of the project as a whole will be the International Standard ISO 14721:2012 “Space data and information transfer systems - Open archival information system (OAIS) - Reference model”.

4 Problems

1. The main difficulty is that the archives of state bodies and organizations are not yet equipped in the majority with technical and software tools that allow to check the authenticity of electronic records at the time of transfer, to ensure their proper storage and transfer for permanent storage to state archives.
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The state archives, which should accept electronic records for permanent storage, also do not have such means.

The State Programme “Development of the Digital Economy and the Information Society for the years 2016-2020” (Постановление Совета Министров Республики Беларусь от 23 марта 2016 г. № 235 «Об утверждении Государственной программы развития цифровой экономики и информационного общества на 2016-2020 годы», 2016) includes two tasks that will partially solve this problem: “Creating a trusted electronic repository for state bodies” and “Modernizing the information system for receiving electronic records of the National Archival Fond of the Republic of Belarus from state authorities and other organizations for permanent state storage, creating and commissioning a centralized repository to ensure their preservation and use”. However, it is not yet known whether these events will be financed.

2. According to the law in force an EDS is the only legal means to confirm the authenticity and integrity of the electronic record (Закон Республики Беларусь Об электронном документе и электронной цифровой подписи, 2009). However, the validity period of an EDS is limited to a period of 1 to 5 years. This makes the archivists to think over how to confirm the integrity and authenticity (legal validity) of records in a longer term, including records of permanent storage.

The proposed model for transferring to the archive and storing electronic records assumes the use of a hash function for this purpose, which allows to calculate and fix the checksum (hash value). In subsequent storage, checking the hash value allows to determine whether intentional or accidental changes have been made to the record.

This technology has been used for a rather long time by the Archive of Electronic Documents of the BelNICED, but only with respect to large documents, mainly large information resources (databases, data banks, etc.). With regard to the verification of the authenticity and integrity of individual, single records (both on-line and archival storage), the use of this technology by legislation is not provided. To implement this idea, it is necessary to make appropriate changes to the Law on Electronic Record and Electronic Digital Signature.

3. Parallel solution also requires the issue of granting archivists the authority to monitor the integrity and authenticity of electronic records using a hash value, as well as the right to certify copies of electronic records issued to organizations and individuals both electronically and on paper.

According to the current legislation, a copy of an electronic record is a form of its external presentation on paper, certified by a notary or an authorized body that has a special permit (license) (Закон Республики Беларусь Об электронном документе и электронной цифровой подписи, 2009, art. 1, 20; Постановление Совета Министров Республики Беларусь от 20 июля 2010 г. № 1086 «Об утверждении Положения о порядке удостоверения формы внешнего представления электронного документа на бумажном носителе», 2010, par. 3). Archives are not among such bodies. In this regard, if the archive is required to submit a legally significant copy of the record on paper medium, it will have to contact the notary or an authorized body that has the appropriate license. If the archive is required to present a legally significant electronic record on an electronic medium, the issue of giving it legal significance is even more difficult to solve: the original EDS will be already invalid by that time, and the use of the EDS of the archive to certify such a record by law is not allowed. In fact, according to the current rules it occurs almost impossible to certify such an electronic record or its paper copy and to give it legal value.

The solution to this problem is also in the legislative sphere. The possible solution is in providing the archive with the right to certify copies of electronic records issued by it both on paper and electronic media. The corresponding right should be given to both state archives and archives of organizations.

4. It is necessary to develop regulatory requirements that clearly define the conditions for storing and preserving electronic records in the archives of organizations. Instruction on Records Management allows creating and storing documents in electronic form without originals on paper medium only if the conditions for storing and preserving electronic records created in the archive of the organization correspond to the requirements established by regulatory legal acts (Инструкция по делопроизводству в государственных органах, иных организациях, 2016, паг. 236). But at present there are no such requirements in regulatory legal acts.

5. The creation of a centralized repository of electronic documents based on cloud services puts
archivists before the need to solve problems related to the organization of secure storage of documents, their protection from external threats. The problems of storing and preserving documents in the cloud, migrating them to other formats are well known (Kormendy, 2015).

It should be noted that the System of Acquisition of Electronic Documents to State Archives, which is currently being developed, involves the possibility of search documents stored in a centralized repository by using the means of the Open Access System to the Documents of the National Archival Fond. This greatly increases the risk of information loss. In this regard, the system have to provide the possibility to create a backup copy of all stored information in case of failure or complete destruction of the cloud service (Носевич, 2016). The solution of this task is costly from a financial point of view. In addition, archivists will have to decide whether the backup copy will be stored on fault-tolerant removable media or in a physically separate Data Center.

5 Conclusion

Last years in connection with the active implementation of an electronic record and electronic records circulation systems in the activities of various government bodies and other organizations, issues related to the organization of acquisition of electronic records by archives, ensuring their long-term preservation, integrity and long term legal validity became very actual. Without solving these issues, it is impossible to ensure a full transition to electronic records circulation, since documents of permanent and long-term storage are outside the scope of its application, but exactly these documents are the main object of archivists’ interest.

In order to solve these tasks, measures are being taken to improve legislation in the sphere of the creation, circulation and storage of electronic records. Conceptual approaches to the organization of the system for the acquisition of electronic records by state archives, organization of their stock-taking, storage and use have been developed. These archival processes are supposed to be performed in four stages. For the storage of electronic records it is planned to create a centralized repository of electronic documents based on the cloud service.

Despite significant progress, a number of issues still need to be solved. Some of them are in the legal plane and require improvement of the legislative framework. These are the issues of legislatively fixing the possibility of using a hash value to confirm the integrity and authenticity of an electronic record in the archive after the expiration of the EDS, authorizing archivists to certify official copies of electronic records created on paper and electronic media, etc. Other issues are of a technological nature. These are the issues of ensuring the security of electronic documents in the conditions of using cloud technologies, the need to create a backup copy of all stored information in case of failure or complete destruction of the cloud service, etc. As usual, the implementation of the plan requires significant financial investments.
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SUMMARY

The active implementation of an electronic record in the activities of government bodies and other organizations, poses an ever greater challenge to archivists regarding the organization of acquisition of electronic records by archives, ensuring their long-term preservation, integrity and long term legal validity for subsequent use. In order to solve these tasks, measures are being taken to improve legislation in the sphere of the creation, circulation and storage of electronic records. Conceptual approaches to the organization of the system for the acquisition of electronic records by state archives, organization of their stock-taking, storage and use have been developed. These archival processes are supposed to be performed in four stages. For the storage of electronic records it is planned to create a centralized repository of electronic documents based on the cloud service. Nevertheless, a number of issues
still need to be solved. Some of them are in the legal plane. These are the issues of legislatively fixing the possibility of using a hash value to confirm the integrity and authenticity of an electronic record in the archive after the expiration of the EDS, authorizing archivists to certify official copies of electronic records created on paper and electronic media, etc. Other issues are of a technological nature. These are the issues of ensuring the security of electronic documents in the conditions of using cloud technologies, the need to create a backup copy of all stored information in case of failure or complete destruction of the cloud service, etc. The traditional problem for archivists is the limited financial resources necessary to implement the plan.
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